ROLE OF THE MOLYBDENUM ADDITION ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF THE NiCoMnIn ALLOYS

In this paper, the influence of Mo addition on the structure and mechanical properties of the NiCoMnIn alloys have been studied. Series of polycrystalline NiCoMnIn alloys containing from 0 to 5 mas.% of Mo were produced by the arc melting technique. For the alloys containing Mo, two-phase microstructure was observed. Mo-rich precipitates were distributed randomly in the matrix. The relative volume fraction of the precipitates depends on the Mo content. The numbers of the Mo rich precipitates increases with the Mo contents. The structures of the phases were determined by the TEM. The mechanical properties of the alloys are strongly affected by Mo addition contents. Brittleness of the alloys increases with the Mo contents.
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1. Introduction

NiCoMnIn alloys as magnetic shape memory alloys (MSMA) exhibit reversible martensitic transformation which may be driven either by temperature, external strain or magnetic field resulting in macroscopic shape change [1,2]. Large recoverable strain and high-frequency response make this material promising magnetic actuators [3]. Despite of many advantages, NiCoMnIn alloys are very brittle. There are many strategies to improve the ductility of ordered intermetallic crystal structures including controlling of phase stability, eliminating environmental embrittlement, promoting transformation induced plasticity, structure, and chemistry grain-boundary engineering. One of the ways is to control or introduce the appropriate texture to the materials [4,5]. But the most useful method is microstructural optimization which may be realized by thermal treatment and/or chemical composition selection (e.g. by appropriate elements additions) [6-9].

Usually, in the case of Ni-Mn based MSMAs, a third or/and fourth element is added to improve the magnetic properties or shift the martensitic transformation temperatures. Very often it can also modify the structure. In the Ni<sub>49.9</sub>Mn<sub>37.1</sub>Sn<sub>13.0</sub> substitution of Ni by 1 at% Co increases the martensitic temperatures so the magnetocaloric effect as well [10]. A Co doping of Ni-Mn-Sn increases the Curie temperature of austenite [11]. The substitution by niobium in Ni<sub>45</sub>Co<sub>5</sub>Mn<sub>40</sub>Sn<sub>10</sub> shifts the transformation temperatures downwards accompanied by a reduction of the magnetocaloric effect [12].

The role of Mo addition on MSMAs is not clear but the matrix composition plays a very important role. On one hand, Mo can play positive role e.g in the high performance cast iron (HPCI) with improved mechanical properties using in the application of automobile components [13]. X. Ding et.al observed almost a 20% increase of the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) when the 0.55wt.% of molybdenum was added. Also for TiC/Al composites doped by 1-5wt% of Mo the 14% the UTS increase was observed [14]. Y. Chen et al. [15] studied the Mo addition role on the Ti-Ni-Nb shape memory alloys. They stated that for Ni<sub>45.0-x</sub>Ti<sub>46.0</sub>Nb<sub>9.0</sub>Mo<sub>x</sub> (x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 at %) yield strength and rupture strength are enhanced with increasing Mo content, while the elongation is reduced slightly and remains still at a high level. On the other hand, Mo is one of the main element and is widely added to biomedical Ni-free Ti-based Shape Memory Alloys such as Ti-Nb-Mo [16], Ti-Mo-Sn [17], Ti-Mo-Ga [18].

Until now the role of Mo in the context of the MSMAs has not been investigated yet. So the main aim of the present study is to determine the influence of Mo addition on the structure and mechanical properties of the NiCoMnIn MSMA alloys.

2. Experimental (materials and methods)

Series of 10 grams of polycrystalline magnetic shape memory alloys (MSMAs) specimens (buttons) of the given nominal chemical composition Ni<sub>45.5</sub>Co<sub>4.5</sub>Mn<sub>36.0</sub>In<sub>13.4</sub> (at.%) with the 0-5wt.% (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 wt.%) of molybdenum addition was
prepared by the arc melting technique. In order to homogenize each button were remelted 5 to 8 times, subsequently thermally treated at 1173 for 24 h in vacuum quartz capsules. Specimens with the increasing Mo contents (0-5wt.%) were denoted as Mo0, Mo0.5, Mo1, Mo2, and Mo5 respectively. The microstructure of the studied alloys was observed by the JEOL JSM-6480 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The structure was examined by the high-resolution JEOL JEM3010 transmission electron microscope (TEM) and by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique (HKL system equipped with NordlysII camera). Thin foil for TEM was prepared by Gatan PIPS ion miller. The chemical composition of the alloys was measured by IXRF Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDXS) detector using standard calibration method. The mechanical properties of the samples were studied by compression test on the testing machine setup. The specimens for the test have a form of a rectangular prism of the size 3 × 3 × 4 mm.

3. Results and discussions

The SEM microstructure of the Ni_{45.5}Co_{4.5}Mn_{36.6}In_{13.4} (at.%) with the 0-5wt.% of Mo addition alloys denoted respectively as Mo0-Mo5 were presented in Fig. 1.

Depending on the molybdenum addition different types of the microstructures at room temperature were observed: (a) single phase martensite phase (Mo0), (b) parent + martensite + precipitates (Mo0.5-5). The SEM images show different contrast corresponding to each phase. For the Mo0.5-Mo5 the lighter areas represent the untransformed martensite plates regions whereas the darker ones the parent phase. One can see that precipitates have submicron dimensions. The amount of the precipitates increases with the Mo addition. In Mo0 no precipitates have been stated whereas in Mo0.5 only a small amount of precipitates inside grains were present (Fig. 1 – Mo0.5 indicated by the green arrow). The intragrain precipitates are located randomly inside the matrix (parent or/and martensitic). Starting from the Mo1 alloy the precipitates (apart from the intragranular ones) join with each other creating “plait” like microstructure decorating the grain boundaries (Fig. 1 – green arrows in the Mo1). For each alloy (Mo0-Mo5) the very coarse matrix grains microstructure of 300 mm to even 2 mm in size were observed.

EDXS measurements of the received alloys revealed that the average chemical composition is in good agreement with the nominal one. In order to determine the distribution of the elements in precipitates, the EDXS SEM elemental mapping was recorded. The results for the Mo0.5 alloy are shown in Fig. 2.

One can see that the precipitates are enriched with Mo and Co in comparison to the matrix. The precipitates are very poor in In and consist less of Ni and Mn than the matrix.

Due to the small dimensions of the precipitates and relatively big interaction volume (bigger than precipitate size) we were not able to determine the exact chemical composition by the EDXS in the SEM. So the chemical composition of the precipitates was measured by the TEM EDXS for which the interaction volume is much smaller than the precipitates due to
thin foil electron transparency. It was determined that Mo creates with Ni, Co, Mn solid solution. The average chemical composition of the precipitates of two investigated alloys is 17.4%Ni-36.2%Co-11.7%Mn-34.5%Mo (+3at.%). All molybdenum was located in the precipitates. EDX-TEM measurement revealed there were hardly any Mo in the matrix (below 0.5 at%).

Structure of the precipitates and matrix of the Ni45.5Co4.5Mn36.6In13.4 (at.%) alloys with the 0-5wt.% (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 wt.%) of molybdenum addition was determined by EBSD and TEM techniques. In Fig. 3 TEM results are presented. For all studied alloys at room temperature matrix of L2₁/B2 ordered phase with cubic (space group Fm3m) and lattice parameters \( a_0 = 5.98 \text{ Å} \) was observed [9]. The \{200\} and \{111\} type superlattice reflections characteristic for B2 and L2₁ ordering in the Selected Area Diffraction Pattern (SAED) taken along [110] zone axis were clearly seen (Fig. 3d).

The Dark Field (DF) TEM image obtained by \{111\} superlattice reflection revealed the Anti Phase Domains (APD) which separates the highly ordered neighbouring regions with the same arrangement of atoms in the cell but shifted to each other by a fraction of lattice translation vector. The size distribution of the APD in the Mo0-Mo5 alloys is not uniform. The APD size for each studied alloys varies from 50 nm to about 500 nm. At room temperature in the Ni45.5Co4.5Mn36.6In13.4 (Mo0) martensite plates has been determined as modulated 7M monoclinic seven-layered structure (denoted also as 14M) with lattice parameter \( a_0 = 4.23 \text{ Å}, b = 5.62 \text{ Å}, c_0 = 21 \text{ Å}, \alpha = 90^\circ, \beta = 89.9^\circ \). Additionally in the Mo0.5-Mo5 alloys where precipitation process occurred the mixture of modulated and tetragonal L1₀ (P 42/m, \( a_0 = b_0 = 7.81 \text{ Å}, c_0 = 6.44 \text{ Å} \)) martensites structures has been observed (Fig. 3b,e). The structure of precipitates in the Mo0.5-Mo5 alloys was identified as rhombohedral symmetry phase R-3m with the lattice parameters \( a_0 = b_0 = 7.76 \text{ Å}, c_0 = 2.56 \text{ Å}, \alpha = \beta = 90^\circ, g = 120^\circ \) (Fig. 3f). The precipitates located mainly on the grain boundaries are surrounded by high dislocation density regions. TEM image (Fig. 3e) shows regular dislocation networks. The network contains usually screw dislocations This sets of screw dislocations split into partial dislocations interact with each other to form a network of partial dislocations bounding constricted and extended stacking faults. This dislocation is often called interface dislocation network and is observed in many alloys systems [19,20].

To determine the mechanical properties of the alloys the compression test was performed. Results of the tests are depicted in Fig. 4 and Tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>( R_c ) [MPa]</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_c ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mo0.5</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo1</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo2</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo5</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mechanical properties decrease when the molybdenum content increase. The maximum compressive stress (\( R_c \)) decreases about 5 times from 558 MPa for 0.5 wt.% Mo addition to 101 MPa for 5 wt.% of Mo. Simultaneously the ductility of the al-
Magnesium alloys decrease with the molybdenum addition. The maximum compressive strain ($\varepsilon_c$) lowers more than 6 times from 24.4% to 4.0% for Mo0.5 and Mo5 respectively. The presence of the Mo-rich precipitates located on the grain boundaries increases the brittleness of the alloys. In Fig. 5 the one can see mainly the intergranular fracture which by definition take place along the grain boundary of a material.

Many straight edges of the grain were noticed. The coarse grain matrix decomposition is clearly seen. The more Mo addition the more the cleavage fracture crack propagations are present in the sample. Additionally, many self-accommodating martensite variants can be noticed. Taking the above into account, the molybdenum addition promotes the nucleation process increasing the brittleness of the alloys.

Fig. 3. DF (Dark Field) / BF (Bright Field) TEM images and SAED of parent phase (a,d), martensite phase (b,e) and precipitate (c,f) of Mo1 and Mo5 alloys
4. Summary

In this work, the influence of Mo addition on the structure and mechanical properties of the NiCoMnIn MSMA alloys have been studied. Series of Ni\textsubscript{45.5}Co\textsubscript{4.5}Mn\textsubscript{36.6}In\textsubscript{13.4} (at.%) with the 0-5wt.% (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 wt.%) of molybdenum addition was prepared by the arc melting technique. All the alloys showed coarse grains the microstructure of the matrix of 0.5 mm to a few mm in size. Molybdenum addition affects the structure of the studied alloys. For all specimen containing Mo the precipitation process occurred. Mo-rich precipitates of the rhombohedral structure were located inside the grains as well as on the grain boundaries. The numbers of precipitates increase with the Mo content. Additionally, very fine regular sets of dislocation networks around precipitates were observed. For all the studied alloys the B2/L2\textsubscript{1} ordered structure of the parent phase were determined. The parent phase antiphase boundary domains of a 50-500 nm have been observed. Additionally, for the Mo-doped alloys, the mixture of modulated layered and tetragonal martensite plates was observed. The molybdenum addition strongly influenced the mechanical properties of the alloys. Unlike e.g. for the Ni-Mn-Sb [21] and Co-No-Ga [22] for which by the appropriate doping or thermal treatment on the grain boundaries the gamma phase precipitation process occurs (what significantly improves the ductility of the alloys) in the case of Mo-doped Ni-Co-Mn-In alloy precipitates play the opposite role. The presence on the grain boundaries of Ni-Co-Mn-In alloy the Mo-rich hard uncoherent precipitates led to the lack of the grain cohesion which increases the brittleness of the alloys. So the higher Mo content (means the more precipitates on the grain boundaries) as a consequence gives the more brittle alloys. Intergranular and cleaved fractures were observed. The maximum compressive stress ($R_c$) and strain ($\varepsilon_c$) decrease respectively 5 and 6 times ($R_c$ from 558 MPa to 101 MPa for 5 and $\varepsilon_c$ from 24.4 % to 4.0 %). The molybdenum addition to NiCoMnIn alloys promotes the precipitation process which increases the brittleness of the alloys.
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